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Tiyulim means 'journeys.' This book is the path to a journey towards mastering the decoding skills
for the Hebrew Language. It is punctuated with a journey through the state of Israel. It includes: * 24
forty-five minute lessons (with additional material available). * a research based introduction of the
letters, vowels, and sounding patterns of the Hebrew language. * the introduction of each letter
using Hebrew key words with visual cuing that have been introduced in our sequence of pre-primers
and that will continue to be used in the sequence of Siddur books that lead from this series. * visual
prompting that reinforces directionality and aides in discrimination. * an emphasis on Siddur words,
Siddur phases, and the mastery of the performance of short prayers such as the Shema. * short, fun
activities and website that allows parents to hear every answer and every Hebrew word with their
child. * separate writing and printing that allow schools to focus on the modality they choose. Each
of these is filled with additional decoding and discrimination activities and some really 'fun' games
and exercises that can enrich the use of the core book. * photographs and short texts that provide a
visit to the State of Israel that decorate the text and connect Hebrew to Israel. 'Ulpan' panels provide
burst of three to five modern Hebrew words to explore. Reading exercises often follow the Tiyulim
themes. * Tiyulim is beautifully designed. Each page is a new visual adventure. It is clearly laid-out,
making it easy to use, even with students with issues with visual distraction, and it is filled with really
fun activities, games, races, and images.Also available: Mah La'asot: What Should I Do?: A Book of
Ethical Problems & Jewish Responses - ISBN 0933873697 God: Jewish Choices for Struggling
With the Ultimate - ISBN 1934527084Torah Aura Productions publishes books for Jewish schools
and families that help celebrate our heritage and our faith.We have over 25 years of experience as
the leading creator of high quality educational materials that enable Jewish children to become
empowered Jewish adults.Our books guide and enhance the Jewish knowledge, spirituality and
identity of children and their families, and our innovative tools bring Judaism alive in synagogues,
Hebrew schools, and day schools.Torah Aura Productions was founded in 1981 by a group of
innovative Jewish educators who looked out at the field of Jewish education and found materials
that were shallow and dull. They started a company to create new tools for families and teachers
that would be exciting and meaningful. For more than two decades, Torah Aura has revolutionized
the way Jewish schools enable their students to become empowered Jewish adults, and has helped
families make Judaism a meaningful presence in their homes.Some of the areas we publish in:Torah and Bible- Talmud- Jewish teaching- Jewish parenting- Jewish ethics and values- Jewish
holidays- the Jewish lifecycle- Israel- Hebrew- Jewish prayerTorah Aura Productions: Making
success in Jewish education an achievable reality.
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I'm a adult studying Hebrew with one on one with a teacher, and we are using this textbook. I really
enjoy it. Yes, there are tons of cutesy images and other kid oriented things, however, there is also a
lot of reading practice, which many other textbooks for kids and adults we looked at didn't have.
This book wouldn't be good if you are trying to learn without a teacher, or someone you can at least
ask questions of, because not everything is well explained. However, working with a teacher, it is a
good text. I feel like it has helped me get a solid grasp of the aleph-bet to proceed to further learning
with.

Great book. Great value!
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